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MILANO FROM ABOVE
Situated on the top floors of a modern architectural
masterpiece, the exclusive Domux Home residences
provide a view of the city from nearly 100 metres
high, through the large glass walls of GalFa Tower

THE LOCATION
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GalFa Tower, here shown within its urban context.
The glass skyscraper is surrounded by some of the most
iconic buildings of the “New” Milan, like the Vertical Forest,
Unicredit Tower, and the Lombardy Building.

GalFa Tower is one of 20th century Milan’s most iconic
skyscrapers. At 103 metres tall, the building embraces
all of the city’s old and new architectural wonders
in one sweeping glance: from the Milano Centrale
railway station, to the Porta Nuova Varesine
redevelopment project. The residences are well
connected to the entire city thanks to two metro lines
and various tram and bus routes.
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Art, design, fashion, cuisine, and major
events: Milan in 2020 has a thousand faces
and countless occasions for all. Thanks to its
ability to attract top international talent,
in recent years the city has successfully
developed a unique blend that brings
together tradition and innovation,
establishing a style of its own which has
become an international point of reference.

The reuse of the building promoted by UnipolSai,
overseen by architect Maurice Kanah of the bg&k Associati
Studio, manages to re-amalgamate (also morphologically)
the building and restore the area at street level,
at the foot of the building, to the community.

In Milan one can take a short walk that
starts at Pirelli Tower, passes by the historic
Palazzo della Ragione designed by Gio
Ponti, and ends at Unicredit Tower, which
Argentine architect Cesar Pelli turned into
one of the city’s main attractions. Along this
roughly two and a half kilometre route –
barely a half hour of walking – one can
admire some of the city’s modern
skyscrapers, like the Vertical Forest,
the Lombardy Building, the Diamond Tower,
and GalFa Tower, this last designed by
architect Melchiorre Bega and constructed
between 1956 and 1959. This building,
with its monumental facade, was recently
restored to the city through a construction
project funded by the UnipolSai Group,
which was part of the Urban Up | Unipol
Projects Cities real estate redevelopment
project. The group hired architect Maurice
Kanah of the bg&k Associati Studio to
renovate the building, innovating the structure
without, however, altering its architectural
value. This route, which one could call
the “vertical Milan itinerary”, represents
the new face of the city: capital of fashion
and design, always able to combine tradition
and innovation. In recent years Milan has
successfully cultivated a unique blend

of outstanding specialities, both traditional
and cutting edge, which range from
architecture and food to skilled
craftsmanship, modern art, and scientific
research; a formula which has asserted itself
internationally as an example for new urban
lifestyles. While it is possible to admire the
entire city (and even the Alps) from the top
of its skyscrapers, at street level the Isola
and Porta Nuova neighbourhoods are
teeming with life, with both new and
traditional businesses, bars, restaurants,
book stores, clothing stores, and art galleries.
From here one can choose to be at the
Duomo in less than five minutes on the metro,
or to sit on a comfortable tram and slowly
take in all of the historic layers of Milan’s
urban landscape, or even to travel to the
biggest cities in northern Italy on a high
speed train from the Milano Centrale railway
station or from Porta Garibaldi. The area
around GalFa Tower embodies
the cosmopolitan mix which defines
contemporary “Milanese-ness”. The exclusive
Domux Home residences represent
a luxurious retreat which is able to combine
speed and leisure, antique and modern,
sociability and entrepreneurial culture.
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Waking up in the morning and enjoying a sweeping view
of the city: this is the New York style allure of the glass tower
which architect Melchiorre Bega introduced to Milan in the
1950s and which UnipolSai Insurance has brought back to life
and made available to those who appreciate beauty.

THE ARCHITECTURE

Designed in the 1950s by renowned architect
Melchiorre Bega, GalFa Tower recently
underwent a renovation that exalts its formal
purity, introducing new accommodations
and a new concept of modern comfort.
Situated between the 26th and 28th floors,
the Domux Home residences are emblematic
of a sophisticated and contemporary
metropolitan lifestyle.
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A view from the bottom of the glass facade, renovated using
high efficiency exterior cladding. The project redeveloped
a portion of the windowless facade, facing towards
Via Campanini. This was fitted with an additional glass
structure that houses the necessary and mandatory technical
volumes for stairways and elevators, which guarantee
essential safety and accessibility to all.
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“Beautiful, silvery, lightweight, and aerial:
a vision,” wrote Gio Ponti to Melchiorre
Bega, the architect who designed GalFa
Tower in the 1950s. The building is the “most
chaste of Milan’s skyscrapers,” a masterpiece
which “does not seek to flaunt invention or
artifice, nor does it aim to impress,” wrote
Giuseppe Vaccaro, who admired its
balanced appearance: simple and free of
stylistic pomp. The reinforced concrete
structure, made up of six walls of pillars set
back from the facade, allowed Melchiorre
Bega to create the city’s first curtain wall,
thanks to which the interior and exterior
communicate with one another in a way that
is still uncommon in Italy. The building is
innovative not only because of its “chaste”
appearance, but also because of the
advanced use of elements in series and
prefabricated components. “GalFa 99”
Tower is so named because it stands at the
corner of Via Galvani and Via Fara and was
originally 99 metres tall instead of its current
height of 103 metres. The building was
constructed to house the offices of SAROM
and BP Italia, companies owned by oil
contractor Attilio Monti. At the end of 2012,

after approximately 15 years of neglect,
UnipolSai Assicurazioni took over ownership
of the structure and began a meticulous real
estate enhancement process, transforming
GalFa Tower into a mixed use building, a
type of building which is not very common in
Italy. The tower offers both hospitality and
living facilities, as well as services for both
users and residents which can be accessed
via the reserved entrance at Via Alfredo
Campanini 12. Several prestigious residences
are located on the upper levels of the tower
(from the 26th to 28th floors). These are part
of Domux Home’s Luxury Apartments
Collection. There are four two-room
apartments, three four-room apartments, and
two five-room apartments in which one can
stay for short periods and which offer
sweeping views of Milan: a horizontal city
whose skyline is dotted with new urban
landmarks and whose backdrop is the Alps.

A view which illustrates the relationship between the
contemporary residences and the city’s patrimony of modern
architecture. GalFa Tower and the Pirellone enjoy a close view
of one another and speak the same sophisticated language.
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Island sofas, a long table, and spacious sunny environments:
the living rooms in the apartments of GalFa Tower are perfect
for hosting contemporary get-togethers. Every detail has been
carefully studied, with items from the best Made in Italy
companies: furniture and accessories from Poltrona Frau,
small home appliances by SMEG, lamps from Viabizzunno,
tableware from Alessi and Bitossi…

THE ATMOSPHER

Whether one is there for vacation or for work,
for a longer stay or a shorter one, the new
Domux Home residences in GalFa Tower
offer an opportunity to experience Milan’s
electrifying metropolitan atmosphere,
without forsaking functionality and comfort.
The suites are equipped with every luxury,
while musical instruments and modern works
of art complete the décor.
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One of the five-room apartments, measuring 160 sqm,
finished with high quality materials and sophisticated furniture
from Poltrona Frau. The environments include a spacious living
room, separate kitchen, master bedroom with en suite
bathroom, two other bedrooms, two other bathrooms,
and a laundry room.

The spacious and welcoming apartments
in GalFa Tower all enjoy breathtaking views
of Milan. They are furnished with the best Made
in Italy brands, with high quality finishes,
a maniacal attention to detail, and the latest
generation of technological systems.

A view of the custom designed kitchen, which was conceived
to be as functional as possible. In the two-room and four-room
apartments the kitchen is connected to the living room,
separated only by several pieces of furniture, in keeping
with a dynamic and flexible contemporary lifestyle.
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Every bedroom has a private bathroom,
characterised by a modern and minimalist
design, in line with the style of the rest
of the home.

Looking at the world through a glass facade
means being able to embrace the entire city
in one unobstructed glance and living
in an atmosphere that feels more appropriate
to New York than to Italy. But the prestige
of the Domux Home residences is not based
solely on the sensational view which each
apartment at the top of GalFa tower enjoys,
but also on the elegance of their furnishings.
The new architectural design exalts the unique
characteristics of Melchiorre Bega’s structure
and introduces an entirely modern concept
of comfort. The 56 sqm two-room apartments
are characterised by high quality finishes
and Made in Italy furniture, all from Poltrona
Frau. They are made up of a spacious living
room with open kitchen, a master bedroom,
and a bathroom. Meanwhile, the four-room
apartments have a surface area of between
121 and 141 sqm, three bedrooms, and three

bathrooms as well as large service areas
and a very spacious living room, but above
all a sweeping view of Milan. The larger
apartments have surface areas of up to 160 sqm
and are characterised by extreme attention to
every detail and by luxurious and contemporary
taste, characterised by furniture from Poltrona
Frau. Here one can relax while playing one of
the musical instruments made available by
Domux Home or admire the modern artwork by
Dario Tironi, whose artistic aesthetic best
communicates with the sophistication of the
home. The five-room apartments have a large
master bedroom with en suite bathroom, a
separate living room and kitchen, two other
bedrooms, two other bathrooms, and a laundry
room. “From the spoon to the city,” the Domux
Home apartments provide a total experience of
innovative Milan, rooted in the past yet always
looking ahead to the future.
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The design of the apartments is enhanced by a careful selection
of modern works of art by artist Dario Tironi alongside
iconic designer pieces, like the legendary 839 TL3 table
by Franco Albini, and musical instruments like guitars, basses,
and drum sets for leisurely moments.

DOMUX HOME is a collection of residences located
in the urban centres of the most important Italian
cities. Prestigious spaces equipped with every
comfort and characterised by sophisticated details,
finishes, and materials. Milan, Viareggio,
and Florence are the cities of culture and history,
of leisure and work, in which Domux Home has
selected prestigious buildings designed in the
pursuit of style and innovation. All new locations,
perfect for short periods as well as longer stays,
in which to feel at home. domuxhome.it
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View of one of the two-room apartments in the Domux Home
catalogue. Situated on the 28th floor of GalFa Tower,
the apartment enjoys a sweeping view of the monumental
architecture of the Milano Centrale railway station.
Interior photography by Santi Caleca
Exterior photography by Marco Garofalo
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